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NEW QUESTION: 1
D plc is a public relations company. Shares in D plc have
recently been listed on the UK stock exchange.
D plc has an internal audit department that reports to the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The CEO is considering
outsourcing internal audit to an audit firm, which would not be
the firm that conducts D plc's external audit.
Identify THREE advantages to D plc of outsourcing internal
audit in this way.
A. Internal audit will have a better understanding of D plc's
objectives and culture.
B. Doing so may improve independence.
C. Specialist skills may be more readily available.
D. Decisions relating to internal audit can be based solely on
cost.
E. Risk of staff turnover is passed to the outsource company.
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true if password-strength checking is
enabled?
A. The strength of existing passwords will be checked.
B. Special characters, such as the dollar sign ($) or the
percent sign (%), will not be allowed.
C. Passwords become case-sensitive.
D. Short, easy-to-decipher passwords will be rejected.
Answer: D
Explanation:
If a password is trivial (such as a short, easy-to-decipher
password), the cisco NX_OS software will reject your password
configuration if password-strength checking is enabled. Be sure
to configure a strong password. Passwords are case sensitive.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus9
000/sw/7x/security/configuration/guide/b_Cisco_Nexus_9000_Serie
s_NXOS_Security_Configuration_Guide_7x/b_Cisco_Nexus_9000_Serie
s_NXOS_Security_Configuration_Guide_7x_chapter_01000.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Cassie Clueless has recommended that a client purchase shares
of a mutual fund prior to its ex-dividend
date, so that the client will receive the dividends when they
are distributed. In which of the following
situations might this recommendation be justifiable and not in

violation of NASAA rules?
I. The investor has refused to provide Cassie any information
regarding his investment goals.
II. The investor is a young professional with an investment
goal of long-term capital appreciation.
III. The investor is a retiree in a low tax bracket and needs
current income to augment her social security
check.
A. I and II only
B. I only
C. III only
D. It is always in violation of NASAA rules to recommend that a
client purchase shares of a mutual fund
prior to its ex-dividend date.
Answer: C
Explanation:
If Cassie makes her recommendation based on the scenario
described in Selection III, she is
not violating any NASAA rules. It is advantageous for an
investor who is a retiree in a low tax bracket and
needs current income to augment her social security check to
buy shares of a mutual fund before its
ex-dividend date in order to receive the dividend income. The
NASAA rule states only that an agent
cannot indicate that the purchase of shares of a mutual fund
prior to the ex-dividend date would be
advantageous to the client "unless there are specific, clearly
described tax or other advantages to the
customer." It would be unethical for Cassie to recommend this
strategy to an investor whose investment
goals were unknown to her, as in Selection I, or to an investor
who is looking for long-term capital
appreciation and has no need for the dividend income--which
will be taxable--as in Selection II.

NEW QUESTION: 4
When deploying a new WLAN infrastructure using PoE to power the
APs, you realize that a known good AP is not powering up. You
use the same cable to connect your laptop and connect without
any trouble. What is the most likely reason the AP did not
power up?
A. Layer 3 routing
B. Lack of PoE budget on the switch
C. Spanning-tree convergence
D. Missing AP licenses in the controller
Answer: B
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